
 born in 1475 (Ipswich) as a son of the butcher 

Robert Wolsey 

 studied at Magdalen College in Oxford 

 ordained priest on March 10th in 1498 

 became chaplain to the Archbishop of 

Canterbury in 1501 

 appointed chaplain to Henry Ⅷ 

 named Archbishop of York in 1514 

 Pope made him Cardinal in 1515 

 appointed Lord Chancellor in the same year 

 Wolsey was named legatus a latere by the Pope 

in 1518 

 undisputed rule (high church position and 

highest secular position) 

 arrested and accused of treason in 1530 

 died on his journey to face trial on November 

29th  

    

 

 



                                                     

 

When Thomas Wolsey became Lord Chancellor, Henry 

Ⅷ entrusted most of his power to him. He was the 

one who truly ruled the country. In 1527, Henry 

begged Wolsey for help because he tried to get his 

marriage annulled. At first, Wolsey attempted to 

change Henry´s mind since he was worried about 

the consequences his intentions. However, Henry 

put forward that the bible prohibits marriage with 

his brother´s widow. Moreover he justified 

divorce that his wife´s aborts were a sign of a 

curse which was put on him by God. Henry intended 

to make us of Wolsey being papal legate and a 

faithful server. The king´s confidence, however, 

decreased drastically when the divorce proceedings 

stagnated. Moreover, Wolsey failed to achieve the 

support of Francis, the French king, which 

triggered the Henry´s impatience. Another factor 

that contributed to the king´s dissatisfaction 
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were utterances by Anne Boleyn who aimed at 

undermining the Cardinal´s authority. Wolsey was 

aware of the fact that he had to suffer the 

penalty if the annulment failed. Therefore, he 

sent ambassadors to Rome in order to persuade the 

Pope to let the case be tried in England. Since 

this did not work out as well, Henry doubted his 

Chancellor´s loyalty. Once he lost his temper 

because Wolsey seemed to be cool about the 

divorce. The king´s dwindling sympathy towards 

Wolsey peaked when he offered Anne one of the 

Cardinal´s mansions in order to cure the sweating 

sickness. In addition, the Cardinal´s bad 

reputation among the English population made Henry 

Ⅷ doubting Wolsey´s loyalty. Every time the 

proceedings stopped, Anne blamed Wolsey for it. 

Consequently, their contact became coarse as well. 

Henry forced Wolsey to ally with Francis against 

the Pope. Nevertheless, the court was eventually 

closed by the Pope in 1530. Once again Anne and 

Henry blamed the Cardinal for it. Though the king 

was furious, he never forgot about Wolsey´s great 

services even after his dismissal.  

 

 



 

The king wanted to make use of Wolsey’s 

relationship to the Vatican. The Pope, however, 

refused to decide on such a matter. Wolsey tried 

to get the French king Francis on his side. He 

always was in favour of a good relation to France. 

Also because of his unpopularity, Francis rejected 

any support.  

Wolsey was aware of the growing mistrust. He sent 

a commission to Rome in order to attempt to 

prevent the Pope from behaving according to 

Charles. Despite of that, he never postulated 

divorce by himself. Wolsey supported declaring war 

on Charles because he disliked him since Charles 

did not assist him when he intended to become 

Pope. A second commission was sent to Rome 

consisting of Edward Fox and Stephen Gardiner. 

They achieved to let the case be tried in England 

together with Cardinal Campeggio. Wolsey 

threatened the Pope with breaking alliance with 

Rome. Furthermore, he wanted Catherine to abdicate 

her marriage. Eventually, the trial ended without 

a result. Wolsey saw his doom. He knew that he had 

no chance as long as Anne Boleyn was with the 

king. All means of rehabilitation failed.  



 

Cardinal Wolsey´s greatest aim was to gain the 

papal crown. He wanted to achieve that with the 

help of Katharine´s nephew Charles who ruled in 

Spain since he could influence the Vatican easily 

at that time. His anger turned against Katharine 

when he was not elected to succeed Pope Adrian. 

Therefore, he was in favour of Henry´s intentions 

to get his marriage annulled. Wolsey contemplated 

reaching the peak of the King´s grace if he was 

able to arrange it. At that moment, Wolsey was not 

aware of Henry´s mind to marry his alleged 

mistress Anne Boleyn, but he believed in the 

King´s claims of an unsacred alliance. The 

Chancellor tried to take advantage of the 

situation by attempting to arrange a new marriage 

with the French Princess Reneé in order to reach 

progress in political matters. His attitude 

towards the divorce changed when commissioner 

Knight informed him about the king´s intentions. 

Wolsey was kept between his two major enemies Anne 

and the Queen. Nevertheless he decided to support 

the King because he was aware of the growing 

distrust concerning his loyalty. Although he even 

travelled to France in order to attain support, he 

never uttered clear assent with regard to the 



King´s pretext of an illegal marriage. Wolsey 

knew about trouble which would be closely 

connected to a failure of the annulment. That is 

why he tried to persuade Katharine to go into a 

convent in order to avoid the King´s anger. 

Wolsey forged an important document and had 

several arguments with Cardinal Campeggio just to 

please the king. His eventual doom was sieged when 

the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk claimed that 

Wolsey worked against the King covertly and 

advised the Pope to force Henry to return to 

Katharine.  

 

The relationship between Henry and Anne Boleyn 

turned out to be Wolsey´s great doom. In the 

beginning, however, the Cardinal was in favour of 

the King´s new mistress. Wolsey thought that this 

relationship would not last longer than the former 

ones. When the King was concerned with young 

women, Wolsey could do the political businesses 

the way he wanted to do them without being 

controlled by Henry. The Cardinal´s attitude 

changed dramatically when Wolsey was told that 

Henry intended to marry Anne. Anne disliked the 

Cardinal all the time. She was sure that he would 

attempt everything in order to avoid her marriage 



with the King. At the same time Wolsey planned to 

arrange the King´s marriage with a French 

Princess to improve the bond with France. When 

Anne heard about that, she accused Wolsey of 

disloyalty and made him responsible for 

retardations concerning the annulment. Despite of 

these accusations, Henry was still convinced of 

his chancellor. Therefore, he first rejected her 

will of dismissing Wolsey although he declared 

Anne being unworthy to marry into the Tudors´ 

dynasty. When the King´s confidence declined, he 

offered Anne Wolsey´s York Place for curing the 

sweat. Eventually, Wolsey´s plot against Anne was 

detected and he was accused of treason. Later he 

regretted that he made himself an enemy of Anne 

Boleyn since he considered that to be the main 

reason for his downfall.  

 

 

 

 

Thomas Wolsey had a bad reputation among the 

English people. This is traced back to the 

Amicable Loan that he initialised in order to 

finance the wars against France. Moreover, he 

lived gorgeously splendidly. His position, 



however, his position was crumbling since Henry 

blamed him for the failure of the divorce. 

Additionally, the public hostility with Anne 

Boleyn and Queen Catherine contributed to his 

downfall. There was even more trouble when Wolsey 

proposed a candidate to succeed the abbess of the 

large Benedictine nunnery at Wilton in Wiltshire. 

Although Henry´s nominee was accused of 

misdemeanour, the king did not accept Wolsey´s 

candidate, but produced a third candidate. 

Afterwards, the king taxed Wolsey with 

disregarding and ignoring his master´s wishes. 

Consequently, the population as well as the dukes 

of Suffolk and Norfolk declared Thomas Wolsey an 

“enemy of the people”. Therefore, there were 

first rumours about his successor. In the last 

year, Wolsey tried to recover and strived for 

rehabilitation by giving all of his mansions to 

the king since he was dismissed as Lord Chancellor 

in October 1529. When Wolsey fell seriously ill, 

the king delivered him gifts and tokens of favour. 

Eventually, he spent a Holy Week at Peterborough 

Abbey. Wolsey´s termination was predestined by 

the arresting of the Cardinal´s chaplain. After a 

first reprieve, a groom of the king´s chamber 

arrived in November 1530 carrying a warrant for 



his arrest. Wolsey was declared guilty of treason 

by the king and arrested while dinner being sick 

and humbled. 

On November 29th, Thomas Wolsey died a natural 

death before his trial in Leicester Abbey. 

 

 

 

 

 



The Cardinal was certainly disliked by the English 

population. There were many reasons for that: 

Firstly, he was considered to be “the butcher´s 

dog” since his father worked as a butcher. This 

derivation was seen critically because Wolsey 

lived splendidly in several mansions (Hampton 

Court, York Place…) although this could hardly be 

arranged with his profession as a clergyman. 

Moreover, Wolsey was deemed arrogant and 

vindictive which contributed to his bad 

reputation. Another criticism was that the 

Cardinal triggered the execution of the Duke of 

Buckingham since he blamed him for having offended 

him and the king. Furthermore, Wolsey set up taxes 

which were used for financing the war against 

France. Although he considered himself to be in 

favour of a close alliance with France, which was 

disliked by the English people as well, he did not 

enjoy better reputation there when he travelled 

through the country in order to beg for support 

for the divorce. Wolsey´s bad reputation even 

increased in the time of the “Secret Matter” 

when the English tried to convince the King of 

Wolsey having several mistresses and even an 

uncanonical marriage. In the end, Henry was 

worried about losing esteem himself if he did not 



separate from the unpopular Chancellor. This 

unpopularity was not only spread around the common 

people, but even the Dukes of Norfolk and Suffolk 

disliked him and finally betrayed him. In the last 

days of Wolsey´s life, people even felt pity for 

the Cardinal because he was so humbled and 

humiliated.  

 

Most of the depictions in the novels written by 

Jean Plaidy can be noted as historically accurate. 

Despite that fact, one has to state that the 

ultimate fall of Wolsey is modified in the novel. 

It is claimed that Wolsey´s collaboration with 

the Pope, in order to prohibit the annulment of 

the marriage, was uncovered by the Dukes of 

Norfolk and Suffolk though there is no evidence 

for that in the King´s biography. Moreover, 

Plaidy draws a very negative picture of Wolsey in 

her novels. The main reason for his downfall is 

considered to be the King´s displeasure based on 

Anne Boleyn´s utterances. The biography, however, 

stresses Henry´s dissatisfaction deriving from 

his impatience concerning the “Secret Matter”. 

Additionally, it is not historically proved that 

Wolsey heard about the King´s intentions to marry 

Anne Boleyn via a commissioner, however, it is 



correct that Wolsey did not know about them 

initially. Another inaccuracy is the portrayal of 

Henry regretting the loss of Wolsey by comparing 

his successor to him. The only certain information 

is that Henry sent tokens of gratefulness to 

Wolsey´s sickbed.  

 

 HISTORICALLY  ACCURATE   √ 

 

 

 

 


